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ABSTRACT 
The distribution found by compounding the multinomial distribution with the Dirichlet distribution 

has been suggested as a basis for the estimation of parameters in subdivided populations, in particular 
of the “correlation between genotypes” within subpopulations. It is shown that the estimators deriving 
from these procedures perform poorly when the data are generated by the classical Wright drift 
model of subdivided populations. This conclusion suggests that the compound distribution estimation 
approach does not provide a good estimation procedure for real populations which are reasonably 
described by the Wright model. 

OTHMAN, SING and TEMPLETON (1974) pro- R posed the multinomial Dirichlet (MD) distribu- 
tion for the genotypic frequencies among subpopula- 
tions in a population undergoing genetic differentia- 
tion, and estimated parameters by maximum likeli- 
hood (ML). SPIELMAN, NEEL and LI (1977) compared 
this model with other models and commented that 
parameters of these models are equivalent and, in 
most cases, easily expressed in terms of WRIGHT’S “F- 
statistics.” 

Unlike models (WRIGHT 1965; COCKERHAM 1969) 
which describe gene frequency distributions, the 
model of ROTHMAN, SING and TEMPLETON (1974) 
(hereafter referred to as RST) describes a genotypic 
distribution to which the MD distribution can be 
applied. One of the parameters of the MD distribution 
is described as conforming in concept to WRIGHT’S 
coefficient of relationship. The purpose of this note 
is to inquire into the appropriateness of ML estimation 
based on the MD model when the data are generated 
by the standard WRIGHT model of genetic drift. 

THE GENIC MODEL 

We first briefly outline some statistical characteris- 
tics of this model (more details in COCKERHAM 1969). 
Let x4 take the value of one if the gene is A and of 
zero if it is a (meaning an allele other than A) for the 
j th  gene in the ith individual. For random genes the 
variance is (a denotes expectation) 

where p is the frequency of gene A and q = 1 - p .  
The genotypic value, Y,  of the ith individual may be 
taken as a sum of the genic values, 

Y, = Xjl + x,2 . 
Genetics 115: 363-366 (February, 1987) 

Denoting the covariance of x,l and x,2 as g,, 

@, = F,u2 

where F, is the correlation. This result leads to the 
following expression for the variance of Y, 

U?, = 2(1 + F,)a? 

7 = XJ1 + 5 2 .  

Similarly, the genotypic value for the j th  individual is 

The covariance, gY, between Y, and 5 may be ex- 
pressed as 

gY = 48Ya2 

where BY is the average of the four correlations for 
the four pairings of x’s between the two individuals. 
Consequently, the correlation, p t  , (WRIGHT’S coeffi- 
cient of relationship) between Y, and 7 is 

28, 
prT = JI+F,jl+F,. 

In subdivided populations, where the only infor- 
mation available is the subdivision of individuals and 
their genotypes, which provides the information on 
genes within individuals, between individuals within 
subpopulations, and between populations, there are 
two parametric genic correlations: F for genes within 
individuals and 8 for genes between individuals in the 
same subpopulation. These can be used to construct 
the genotypic correlation between individuals in the 
same subpopulation 

28 
1 + F ‘  

p ”  = - 

However, it is the genic correlations that elaborate 
naturally the structure of genes in subdivided pop- 
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u la t i on s- w i t h i n in div i d ual s , bet ween individuals 
within subpopulations and between subpopulations 
(COCKERHAM 1969). 

While the foregoing definitions depend in no way 
on the causes of the genes becoming correlated, the 
correlations take on definite meanings in the case of 
the pure drift model. Each is a probability of identity 
by descent ( i e . ,  copy of the same ancestral gene), F 
for genes within individuals and B for genes between 
individuals in the same subpopulation. In  terms of 
WRIGHT'S F-statistics, F = FIT and % = FyT. There is 
an additional correlation of genes within individuals 
within populations which is entirely a function of the 
other two, 

F - %  f=z 
which corresponds to WRIGHT'S F~A. 

The expected genotypic frequencies, PI, P2 and Ps 
= 1 - PI - P2 for genotypes AA, Aa and aa,  respec- 
tively, follow from simple probability arguments. The 
genes are nonidentical by descent (independent) with 
probability 1 - F and identical by descent with prob- 
ability F. When independent the genes are AA with 
frequency p 2  and Aa with frequency 2pq, and when 
identical by descent are AA with frequency p. Conse- 
quently, 

PI e (1 - F)P' + Fp = p 2  + Fpq 

P:, = ( 1  - F)Ppq. 

Similarly, the expected frequencies for random pairs 
of genes from distinct individuals in the same subpop- 
ulation are (denoted by primes) 

P;' = p2 + epq 
P; = (1 - q2pq. 

These frequencies change in time as F and B increase, 
with an increase in homo7ygosity and a decrease in 
heteroiygosity. For most mating systems F and B are 
not very different. 

MD GENOTYPIC MODEL 

T h e  genotypic frequencies are expressed by RST 
in the same form as for the drift model 

P I  = p2  + Fpq 

p2 = 2pq(1 - F),  

although as we shall see, in this case F does not change 
during the sampling process. 

The MD distribution can be generated in different 
ways. The procedure of generating subpopulations 
utilized by RST makes some aspects of the MD distri- 
bution easy to understand. For each subpopulation, 
the hth one in this case, the initial individual is AA, Aa 

or aa with probabilities 

Phll = PI, Ph21 = P2, Phjl = P3. 

If Thk(l-l) is the number of individuals of genotype k 
that have been drawn in i - 1 draws, then for the ith 
draw, the probabilities are 

PThk(z-1) + pk(1 - P )  
Phki = (i - 1 ) p  + (1 - p )  ' 

where p is described by RST to be the correlation 
between individuals in a subpopulation. The geno- 
typic frequencies after N draws are 

for subpopulation h, consisting of N individuals. 
The parameter p can range from 0 to 1 for this 

method of generating subpopulations. For the Dirich- 
let distribution 0 < p < 1 ,  but p can be made arbitrarily 
close to 0 or 1. For p = 0 the individuals in a subpop- 
ulation are independently drawn according to the 
trinomial distribution. At the other extreme with p = 
1 ,  all of the individuals in a subpopulation are either 
AA, Aa or aa with probabilities P I ,  P2 and P 3 ,  respec- 
tively. A value of p of one corresponds to fixation in 
the genetic drift model when each subpopulation is 
composed of one homozygous type only. Thus, when 
p = 1, a feature of the model is that at fixation some 
subpopulations can contain only heterozygotes in con- 
trast to what is expected in real populations. This is 
the extreme illustration of the fact that in the MD 
model there is no decrease in the frequency of heter- 
ozygotes as p increases. This fact can be seen from the 
following series of expectations 

Phk] = Pk by definition 

and so on. Therefore, 

EThkz = iPk, 8Phkl = PA, gP&\T = Pk 

and the expected genotypic frequencies are unaf- 
fected by the value of p .  Thus, p is a parameter 
independent of PI and P2, or alternatively p and F. 

RST stress that if one assigns Y values of 1 ,  %, 0 to 
AA, Aa, aa, respectively then p ,  the correlation among 
Y values of distinct individuals in a subpopulation, is 
equivalent to WRIGHT'S coefficient of relationship. 
The MD distribution is for categorical data, there are 
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three categories, and the Y values only distinguish the 
categories AA, Aa and aa. The parameter p is not 
affected, nor is its ML estimate, by whatever distinct 
Y values are assigned to the genotypes. 

SIMULATIONS 

While there are large discrepancies between the 
MD and drift models, we have not shown that ML 
estimation based on the MD model to be unusable for 
models incorporating drift in the domain of greatest 
interest when p is fairly small. RST state that “al- 
though the underlying set of assumptions necessary 
to derive a likelihood may not be met in practice, 
experience has shown that a useful distribution need 
only accurately describe the measurable outcome of 
the process of interest.” 

We turn next to some numerical evaluations by 
simulation of the drift model. RST also did simula- 
tions. They considered subpopulations with N = 100, 
50,  20 in combination with p = 0.1, 0.25. The initial 
frequency parameters were P I  = 0.18, P2 = 0.50 or 
p = 0.43, F -0.02. We utilize the same parameters 
as much as possible. AI1 subpopulations are initiated 
with expected genotypic frequencies in Hardy-Wein- 
berg equilibrium and p = 0.43. Random mating in a 
monoecious population with selfing is simulated. For 
this drift model 

1 \ t  

where t is the number of generations. Since 

28 p” = - 
1 + 8 ’  

a p* of 0.1 and 0.25 corresponds approximately to a 
13 of 0.05263 and 0.14286, respectively. For each N ,  
the integral value o f t  was chosen that led to the closest 
value to these 8’s. As in RST, for each combination 
of N and 8 six subpopulations were generated and 
subjected to the two analyses, ML assuming MD model 

and variance analysis (COCKERHAN 1969), and the 
procedure was repeated 100 times to provide means 
and standard deviations of the estimates. For the MD 
model p was estimated by ML and translated into the 
estimate of 8. 

The results are presented in Table 1. Obviously, 
the standard deviations of both estimators are func- 
tions of 8 and increase with 8. While the standard 
deviations for the ML estimates are about half those 
for the variance analysis, a greater than 50% negative 
bias is not generally acceptable. Although the variance 
analysis estimates are ratios of unbiased estimates of 
variances and are not necessarily unbiased, they ap- 
pear to have little bias. Mean squared errors have little 
meaning in the presence of such large negative biases 
when the parameters are very small. 

DISCUSSION 

In the simulations by RST, subpopulations were 
generated according to the MD distribution described 
earlier. The ML estimates of p were also negatively 
biased, about -16% bias as an average for the six 
parameter combinations in contrast to about - 1 % for 
the variance analysis. The variance of the ML esti- 
mates and the mean squared error, which takes into 
account both bias and variance, were much smaller 
than for the variance analysis estimates. Unfortu- 
nately, RST did not present estimates of F and 0 which 
are required to estimate p by variance analysis. The 
mean square errors for the ML estimator in Table 1 
were smaller only for the small 8 and/or small sample 
size. 

It is not surprising that ML did better for subpop- 
ulations generated according to the MD distribution 
than for those generated according to genetic drift. It 
is surprising that ML did not do better for the correct 
MD distribution although ML estimators are often 
biased. 

The MD model does not extend to other hierarchies 
which are often found in the analysis of natural pop- 

TABLE 1 

Averages of the estimates of 8, percent bias, standard deviation (sD), and ratio of mean squared errors (MSE) for the two methods of 
analysis with various combinations of N individuals and t generations 

Variance analysis ML of MD 

Percent 
N t 8 6 ,  bias“ SD 7, Percent bias SD Ratio of MSEsb 

2 0.0494 0.0503 1.8 0.0477 0.0191 -61.1 0.0223 1.60 
6 0.1409 0.1490 5.7 0.0959 0.0688 -5 1.2 0.0515 1.17 20 

5 0.0490 0.0464 -5.3 0.0345 0.0187 -61.8 0.0166 0.99 
0.62 15 0.1399 0.1360 -2.8 0.0682 0.0603 -56.9 

10 0.0489 0.0496 1.4 0.0348 0.0202 -58.7 0.0156 1.13 
Xn 0.1 396 0.1305 -1.5 0.0690 0.0589 -57.8 0.0353 0.62 

0.0330 50 

100 

O ( f ?  - 8)100/8. 
‘MSE 8,IMSE 62. 
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ulations, but is confined to a single hierarchy. 
The MD model as adapted by RST is a genotypic 

model taking into account some sort of association 
among genotypes in subpopulations. As indicated ear- 
lier, the MD model has none of the properties of the 
drift model such as a decrease in heterozygotes as p 
increases and p does not depend on PI, P2 or p and F 
as demonstrated by RST in simulating p = 0.1 and 
0.25 for the same p and F .  The variance analysis is 
for a genic model taking into account intraclass cor- 
relations between genes for whatever hierarchies that 
are available. In the case of a single hierarchy of 
subdivisions there are two genic correlations, F and 8, 
unless F = 8 as in our simulations. Also, the genic 
correlations are not confined to the drift model but 
take into account the correlational structure for what- 
ever reasons led to it, as exemplified by the results for 
the simulated MD model by RST. 

While ML estimators have a great deal of appeal, 
the estimation procedure based on the MD model 

performed poorly for the drift process, and there is 
concern that it may not be broadly useful. 

The genetic simulations and analyses were done by Mr. FRED W. 
IMMERMAN. The authors profited from suggestions by Dr. W. J. 
EWENS. Paper No. 10329 of the Journal Series of the North 
Carolina Agricultural Research Service, Raleigh, North Carolina 
27694-7601. This investigation was supported in part by National 
Institiites of Health research grant GM 1 1546 from the National 
Institute of General Medical Sciences. 
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